
1. 	 When the crack propagates in the vicinity of a circular inclusion 
of high rigidity, the crack propagation behavior can be divided 
into three characteristic parts. The 1st is the initial part where 
the crack propagates nearly straight, the 2nd is the detour part 
where the crack avoids the inclusion and the effect of reinforce
ment due to an inclusion is remarkable, and the 3rd is the final 
part where the reinforcement effect is no more effective. 

2. 	 The larger the ratio of the rigidity between the inclusion and the 
matrix becomes and/or the nearer the distance between the in
clusion and the initial crack becomes, the higher reinforcement 
effect due to the high rigidity inclusion can be anticipated. 

3. 	 In double cantilever type specimen, the crack propagation path 
stability is higher in the order of tensile load, shear load and 
pure bending. 
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Abstract 

A crack of arbitrary size and orientation near bimaterial interfaces between 
dissimilar thermopiezoelectric materials is considered . A system of singular 
integral equations for the unknown thermal analog of dislocation density defined 
on the crack faces is derived by way of the Stroh's formulation and the 
thermoelectroelastic Green's fUflctions developed recently. The stress and 
electric displacement intensity factors are then computed by numerically solving 
these singular integral equations. Numerical resuHs are obtained to elucidate the 
effects of crack orientation. 

1 Introduction 

The widespread use of piezoelectric materials in structural applications 
has generated renewed interest in thermoelectroelastic behavior. In 
particular, information on thermal stress concentrations around material 
defects in piezoelectric solids will have applications in high-temperature 
composite materials. In this context, Florence and Goodier l studied the 
thermal stresses for an isotropic elastic medium containing an ovaloid 
hole by the method of Muskhelishvili2. Using the complex variable 
technique , Chen' investigated the orthotropic elastic medium with a 
circular or ellip-tic hole, and obtain a complex form solution for the hoop 
stress around the hole. With respect to anisotropic elastic materials, 
Atkinson and Clements4 presented a solution for a two-dimensional 
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ructing a uniform heat flux in a general anisotropic elastic medium. 
'Ia and Barber5 considered the cases of specified temperature on the 
k faces and also that of a specified heat flux across the crack by way 
. Green's function formulation. Based on the Stroh formalism and 
'or mal mapping, Hwu6 obtained the stress formulation for an 
otropic elastic plate with an elliptic hole subjected to remote uniform 
flow in x2-direction. Recently, Qin, Mai and Yu? presented a general 

tion for a piezoelectric solid with a hole of various shapes subjected 
lixed mechanical, electric and thermal load. However, the problem of 
lck at or near interfaces between two thermopiezoelectric media does 
seem to have been studied. In the following sections, the extended 
h formalism and the Green's functions for bimaterials are used to 
y thermoelectroelastic behavior of a crack near interfaces between 
piezoelectric media. The geometry of the problem is shown in Fig. I. 
inference on thermoelectroelastic fields due to the inclined crack and 
nterface is modeled by a system of singular integral equations. These 
ltions can be solved numerically and used to calculate the related 
;s intensity factors. 

Basic Formulation 

Ig the notation in[S], the general solution of a 2-D thermopiezo
tric problem can be expressed as 

1;) 

U = Im[Af(z)q + cg(z, )q,], <1> = Im[Bf(z)q + dg(z, )q,] 

TIl = -<1>.2 TI2 = <1>.1' e= Im[g'(z, )q,], (I) 

\If = Im[-ik2g'(z,)q,], hi =-\If.2' ~ =\If.1 

where overbars denote complex conjugation, 1m stands for the imaginary 
part, q and q, are constants to be determined by the boundary conditions, 

U={UI U2 U3 «>}T, Dj={O"lj 0"2j 0"3j DdT, j=I,2; k2 = ~kllk22 -k1
2 
2 ' 

i = P, f(z)=lf(zl) f(z2) f(Z3) f(Z4)} T, J, and g are functions of the 

generalized complex variables Zi and Z" defined by Zi= XI+P;X2 and 

Zt=XI+ P,X2, Pi and p. are the heat and electroelastic eigenvalues of the 

materials whose imaginary parts are positive, respectively, A , B, c and d 
are well-defined in the literature[9]. 

The geometrical configuration of the problem to be solved is depicted 
in Fig. I, showing a crack with an orientation angle a and length 2c near' 
an interface between materials I and 2. The corresponding boundary 
conditions are as follows: 

Along the inclined crack 
tn =-TI,sina+TI2 cosa=0, hn =-h,sina+h2 cosa=0 (2) 

At infinity 

h; = ho, TII- = TI; = h,- = 0 (3) 

where n stands for the nonnal direction to the lower face of the inclined 
crack, tn is the surface traction and charge vector. 

It is convenient to represent the solution as the sum of a uniform heat 
flux in an unflawed solid(which involves no thermal stress) and a 
corrective solution in which the boundary conditions are 

Along the inclined crack 
tn = - TIl sin a + TI2 cosa = 0, hn = -ho cosa (4) 

At infinity 

TI I- = TI; = q~ = q; = 0 (5) 

In the following sections, we will use(4) and (5) instead of(2) and (3). 

3 Singular Integral Equations 

Consider a bimaterial solid for which the upper half-plane (X2>O) is 
occupied by material t, and the lower half-plane (X2<O) is occupied by 
material 2. The problem will be fonnulated in terms of the 
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thermoelectroelastic Green's functions derived in our previous paper9 

and isothermal Green's functions obtained by Ting lO 
• For a bimaterial 

plate, the basic solutions in material I due to a discrete temperature 
discontinuity of magnitude 80 at[ (O,d), see Fig. I], are given b/ 

\jf = -ki l)80 Im[ln yil) + bl In y;I)] / 2rr (6) 

8
U (I) = 2; Im{A (l)f(z(l) )ql + c(I)[yi 1

) (In Yl(1) -1) 
(7) 

+ bly~l) (In y;l) -l)]} 

<1> (1 ) =~Im{B(I )f(z(I»)ql +d(I)[y i1)(lny ;l) -1) 
2rr (8) 

+blyil )(lnyi l) -I)]} 

for Im(zl(I ») > 0 , where 

f(Z (I)) = diag[f(y;(I)), f(y;(I»), f(y;(I)) , fey :(1»)] , 

ql = [B(I) -B(2)A(2)- IA(I)r l {[b2d (2) +b]d(2) _d (I)] 
(9)

_B (2) A (2)-1 [b c (2) +b c(2) _c(l )]} 
2 l


together with 

k (2) -k(l) 2k(l) 

b 2 2 b = 2 (I)
2 k(2) + k (l) 'YI = Z(I) - Z~(I)

1= ki 2 ) + k~ l ) , 2 2 1'1 

(I) = Z( I) - Z~(I) y(In y fey) = 1),Y2 I '1' 

)1*(1) = Z( I) - Z~(I) ( i = 1 234)
I " 'r' , , , 

where the superscripts (I) and (2) label the quantities relating to the 
material I and 2. 

The boundary conditions, (4h can be satisfied by redefining the 
discrete Green 's functions 80 in (6) in terms of distributing Green's 

functions 80(~) defined along the crack line, ZI(I) = p~ l) d + 11z* , 

2( 1) = p~ l) d + ~z ' , z· = cos a + pil) sin a, where d and a are shown in 
1

Fig.l. Enforcing the satisfaction of the applied heat flux conditions on 
the crack faces, a singular integral equation for the Green's function is 
obtained as 

I [J I 1 ~ 1 2h cos a -Re [--+Ko(to,t) ]8 0(t)dt =_0 (10) 
rr -I to - t k 2 

where Sn(t) = 8 0(~)' t = c~, to = CTl, and 

Z 
=b Im[ • • · (1) ( I) 1 ( II

Ko (to,t) 1 ctoZ _ ctz + (p. - p. )d 

is a regular function . 
In addition to (10), the single valued ness of the temperature around 

closed contour surrounding the whole crack requires that 

CSo (t)dt =° ( 12 

The singular integral equation (10) combined with (12) can be solve 
numerically I I. To this end, let 

n 

S o(t) =8(t)/~ ~ IBk4(t)/~ ( 13 
k= 1 

where G(t) is a regular function defined in a closed interval ItI::; 1, Bk aJ 

the real unknown coefficients, and Tk(t) the Chebyshev polynomial 
Thus the discretized form of (10) and (I 2) may be written as II 

~ 8(tk) 1 (I)
£..J--[ + Ko (to,,tk)] =2ho cosa / k2 
k=1 n to, -tk 

( 14 
n 

I8(tk) = ° 
k=1 

where 

(k =1 2 ... n)tk = cos[(2k -I)rr / 2n], " , 

tar = COS(nt / n), (r =1 2 .. . n -1)" , 
Equation (14) provides a system of n linear algebraic equations 1 

determine 8(tk), and then Bk . Once the function G(t) has been found , tf 
corresponding SEP can be given from (I) in the form 

rr (l) = _<1> ~I) = --1 JC · Im[B (I)p (I)(Inz(I ))q 

I .- 2rr - c I 


+ d (l) pi l) On y;l ) + bl In y;l) ]8 (~)d~
0 

( IS 
1 JC IIi I) = <1> .~I) = 2IT _c Im[B (I)(lnz(I))ql +d(I)(InYI(I) 

+ bl In yi l
) ]80 (~)d~ 

where 
(In Z(I») = diag[ln y~(1) ,In y~(I ) ,In y;( I) ,In y;(I)], 

(Ie
,"(1) = ., ( 1) _ ~ ( I) = ( I ) _ ): • _ (I) d (i = 1,2,3,4) 

) I " i ZI Zi ,:>Z P* , 



~hus the traction-charge vector on the crack faces is of the form 

tn (11) =-II,(I) (11) sin a + IIi ') (l1)cosa 

=	_1_Je Im[B(') (Icosa + p(l) sin a)(Inz(l);q, 
21t -t· (17) 

+ d(l) (cosa + p!l) sin a)(ln y~1) + b, In Yi') )]8 0 C~)d~ 

It is obvious that tn (11) ":f. 0 on the crack faces lsi:::; e. To satisfy 

he traction-charge free condition (4)1, we must superpose a solution of 
he corresponding isothermal problem with a traction-charge vector equal 

md opposite to that of (17) in the range lsi:::; c . The elastic solution for a 

;ingular dislocation of strength bo has been obtained by Ting lO
• This 

;olution can be straightforwardly extended to the case of electroelastic 
>roblem as 

II~') =_J..Im[B(I)(pJI)(zJ' ) - pJI)d)-';B(I)T]bo1t 

_J.. ±Im[B(I)(p~I)(Z?) - p~l)d)-1 )B*IJ3 B (I)7b 

(18) 

o 
1t J3=1 


n~') = J.. Im[B(l) (z~1) - p~l)d)-I ;B(I)T ]b
o
1t 

( 19) 
+J.. iIm[B(I)(zJI) - p~l)d)-I)B*I13B(')Tbo 

1t J3=1 
vhere 1f3 = diag[D 8213 D3J3 D4f3 ], Dij = I for i=j; 8 ij =0 for i":f. j , 

'J3 
Lnd 

(C )i) =diag[(), ( )2 ()3 ()4] 

B* =B(I)-I [I - 2CM~1 + M~' )-1 L-' ] 

vith 
L =-2iB (I)B (I)T , M j = -iB (j) A(j)-I , (j = 1,2), 

Therefore the boundary condition (4)1 will be satisfied if 

=-t n 	 (20)~ [. b:C~:S + fc Ko(l1.S)bo(S)d~ Cll) 

vhere 

K (n l:) = J.. ~ Im[B(I)( ~C (I) _ A(I»)-I)B*I B(I)T (21 )o 	. I' S L zJ zJ zf3c J3 

1t J3=1 


vith 

z· = cos a + }:/ I) sin a Z(I) =nz' + p(l) d ZA(I) = l:z ' + p(l ) d 
.I • .I ' } 'I } .I ' 13' s 13 13 

For single valued displacements and electric potential around a closed 
contour surrounding the whole crack, the following conditions have also 
to be satisfied: 

fc boCS)dS =0 (22) 

As was done previously, let 11 =eto, S= et, and 
n 

bo(s) =8(s) / ~e2 _[; 2 "" ~EkTk (t) / ~ (23) 
k=1 

where E k= {Ek I, Ek1 , Ek3, Ek4( Thus, from (20) and (22), we obtain 

11/ 1 L 
~-[ +KOCtO r, tk)]8(ctk)=-tIiCtor) 

k=1 n 2e(tor - t k ) 


(24) 
In 

~8(Ctk)=O 
k=1 

Equations (24) provide a system of 4m linear algebraic equations to 
determine 8(ctk) and then Ek • Once the function 8(ctk) has been found 
from (24), the stresses and electric displacements, Dn (11), in a coordinate 

local to the crack line can be expressed in the form 

L 	 I' b CS)dS IC 
TIn (11) =Q ca){21t _( ~-s + - c K oC11,S)b oCS)dS+t n (11)}(25) 

where the 4x4 matrix QCa) whose components are the cosine of the 

angle between the local coordinates and the global coordinates is well
documented in References 8. 

Using (25) we can evaluate the stress intensity factors K*=(KII , KI, 

Kill, KD } T at the tips, e .g., at the right tip(S=c) of the crack by following 

definition: 

K ' = lirq .j21tCS - e)TIIl CS) 	 (26) 
~ .... (" 


Combined with the results of (25), one then leads to 


K = -Q(a)L8Cc) 	 (27) 
4e 

Thus the solution of the singular integral equation enables the direct 
determination of the stress intensity factors. 

*Jf 
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4 Numerical Results 

In this section some sample calculations are presented to illustrate the 
applications of the proposed formulation. For simplicity, we only 
consider an inclined crack near interface between two transversely 
isotropic materials. The upper and lower materials are assumed to be 
Bati03

12 and Cadmium Selenide l3 respectively . The material constants 
for the two materials are as follows: 
(I) material properties for Bati03

12
: 

CII = 150Gpa, CI2 = 66Gpa, CI3 = 66Gpa, C33 = 146Gpa, 

c 44 = 44Gpa, all =8.53x10- 6 I K, a 33 = 1.99x10-6 I K, 

11, 3 = 0.133 x 105 NICK, e31 = -4.35C 1m2, e = 17.5C I m 2 
33 , 

e l5 = 11.4Clm2
, KII = 1115Ko' K33 = 1260Ko, 

Ko = 8.85 X 10-12 C2 I Nm 2 

(2) material properties for Cadmium Selenide ' 3 

CII = 74.1Gpa, CI2 = 45.2Gpa, c lo = 39.3Gpa, C33 = 83.6Gpa, 

C44 =13.2Gpa, y" =0.621 X 106 NK- lm-2 
, 

2 l 2Y33 =0.551x106 NK- l m- , X3 =-0.294CK- m- , 

= -0.160Cm-2
, = 0.347Cm-2

, e = 0.138Cm-2
,e31 e33 l 5 

0 -12 2 2 903 10- 2 2K II =82.6 x 1 C I Nm , K 33 = . X 
/2 C I Nm 

Since the values of the coefficient of heat conduction both for Bati03 

and Cadmium Selenide could not be found in the literature, the value 
k3.V'k" = 1.5 and k l3=O are assumed. 

In our analysis, the plane strain deformation is assumed and the 
crack line is assumed to be in the XI-X) plane, i.e ., D2=U2=O. Therefore the 
stress intensity factor vector K* now has only three components(KI , KIl, 
KD) ' Figures 2 shows the numerical results for the coefficients of stress 
intensity factors ~i versus the crack orientation ex, where ~i are defined 

• by 

K, = hoc&YIJ~I(a) I ki l ), Kif =hOC&Y 33~ 2(a) I ki l) 
(28) 

KD = hOC&X3~D(a) I k ~') 
It can be seen from figure 2 that the crack orientation affects strongly 

the values of K'. 
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5 Conclusion 

This paper has presented a formulation and solution for the proble 
invol ving arbitrary-oriented cracks near interfaces between dissimi 
thermopiezoelectric materials, subjected to remote heat flow . Based 
the Stroh's formulation and the thermoelectroelastic Green's functi( 
developed recentl/, a system of singular integral equations is derived 
model the crack problem. The stress and electric displacement intem 
factors can be computed by numerically solving these singular inte~ 
integral equations. It is found from figure 2 that the crack orientat 
affects strongly the values of K ' . The values of ~ I and ~2 reach tr 

maximum values at about 44° and 15°, respectively . 
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Abstract 

A more reasonable crack line solution for a mode II crack under plane stress 
condition, as well as a mode II crack under plane strain condition in an elastic
perfectly plastic material has been obtained in the present paper. The definition of 
the small scale yielding in the present paper is different from the usual definition. 
The assumption of the usual small scale yielding that the plastic zone makes the 
crack tip elastic field to move a distance along the crack line has been abandoned. 

1 	 Introduction 

By using the near crack line analysis method, Guo and Li [1][2] obtained 
the near crack line elastic-plastic field for a mode II crack under plane 
stress condition and a mode II crack under plane strain condition 
respectively in an elastic-perfectly plastic material under the small scale 
yielding. Either under the plane stress condition or under the plane strain 
condition, the near crack line plastic stress field obtained by them is only a 
particular solution. Moreover, the matching conditions taken by them are 

inappropriate. 
The usual definition of the small scale yielding states that the plastic 

zone ahead of the crack tip is so small that the elastic field out of the crack 
tip plastic zone is the elastic-dominant field for a crack (i.e. the usual K 


